A two-dimensional topological superconductor (TSC) represents an exotic quantum material with quasiparticle excitation manifesting in dispersive Majorana modes (DMMs) at the boundaries. A domain-wall DMM can arise at the boundary between two TSC domains with opposite Chern numbers or with a $\pi$-phase shift in their pairing gap, which can only be tuned by a magnetic field. Here we propose the concept of a ferroelectric (FE) TSC, which not only enriches the domain-wall DMMs but also significantly makes them electrically tunable. The $\pi$-phase shift of the pairing gap is shown to be attained between two TSC domains of opposite FE polarization, and switchable by reversing FE polarizations. In combination with ferromagnetic (FM) polarization, the domain wall can host helical, doubled chiral, and fused DMMs, which can be transferred into each other by changing the direction of the electrical and/or magnetic field. Furthermore, based on first-principles calculations, we demonstrate $\alpha$-In$_2$Se$_3$ to be a promising FE TSC candidate in proximity with a FM layer and a superconductor substrate. We envision that a FE TSC will significantly ease the manipulation of a DMM by electrical field to realize fault-tolerant quantum computation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A topological superconductor (TSC) represents an attractive condensed-matter system that can manifest an analogous form of a long-sought Majorana fermion [1,2]. A two-dimensional (2D) TSC is featured with one-dimensional (1D) dispersive Majorana modes (DMMs) at the boundaries, whose transport-induced non-Abelian braiding statistics offers a promising route to fault-tolerant quantum computing [3–5]. An intrinsic TSC phase at the weak pairing limit of spin-triplet $p$-wave superconductivity (SC) is characterized by an odd-parity pairing (OPP) gap [6,7], but occurs rarely in nature. Alternatively, an effective OPP gap can arise extrinsically from the constructive interplay between magnetic field, $s$-wave pairing gap, and spin-momentum-locked states, which have attracted much recent attention [8–15]. In addition to an outer boundary, the DMMs may arise at an inner boundary between two TSC domains with opposite Chern numbers or with a $\pi$-phase shift in their OPP gap, and can only be tuned by switching the ferromagnetic (FM) field. Here, we propose the concept of 2D ferroelectric (FE) TSCs, rendering a TSC platform that enables the domain-wall DMMs to be electrically tunable.

DMMs exhibiting distinct transport characteristics can be engineered by magnetic field in various existing TSC platforms. The extrinsic TSC phase was initiated by placing superconductors on surface of three-dimensional (3D) topological insulators (TIs) [8], which induces helical DMMs around the interface where an $s$-wave pairing gap receives a $\pi$-phase shift [Fig. 1(a)], i.e., the gaps having opposite sign. The $\pi$-phase shift has been achieved by some clever and delicate experimental designs, such as by controlling magnetic flux through a SC loop in a Josephson junction [16,17], engineering the width and magnetization in the SC–FM–SC junction [18,19], or by shifting exactly half a unit cell of FeSe$_{0.45}$Te$_{0.55}$ lattice [20,21]. The helical DMMs will evolve into chiral ones when time-reversal symmetry is broken by interfacing with a FM film, which leads to rich TSC phases tuned by magnetic field [9,10,22,23], and a fused domain-wall DMM could arise at the interface of two TSC domains of opposite Chern number or FM field [Fig. 1(b)]. Evidence of chiral DMMs has been observed in the magnetic TI (Cr$_{0.12}$Bi$_{0.26}$Sb$_{0.62}$)$_2$Te$_3$ grown on Nb substrate [24], Another TSC scheme replaces the 3D TI with a 2D noncentrosymmetric material exploiting the Rashba spin-orbit coupling (SOC) effect [11–13], which is again only magnetically tunable as the Rashba SOC in a given noncentrosymmetric material is fixed. Since the Rashba SOC naturally arises at the interface, a simplified TSC platform for this scheme is to place a FM Shiba lattice on a SC substrate [14,15], whose chiral DMMs are experimentally confirmed in heterostructures, including Pb/Co/Si(111) [25], Fe/Re(0001)-O(2 × 1) [26], and CrBr$_2$/NbSe$_2$ [27], via proximity effect.

In this paper, we demonstrate a unique class D TSC platform realized by a FE layer with the proximity effects of FM layer and SC substrate [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)], so that the switchable FE polarization endows the FE TSC with a tunable Rashba SOC. Interestingly, we found that the chirality of SOC plays the same role as the $\pi$-phase shift of $s$-wave pairing in changing the sign of an OPP gap, because the spin-momentum-locked states have also a sense of sign to distinguish their chiral spin textures. However, the spin texture...
is generally fixed for a given material or an existing TSC platform. In contrast, FE TSC enables the sign of OPP to be easily switched by reversing the chirality of the Rashba SOC via FE polarization, namely, by electrical field. Together with the sign of Chern number $C$ controlled by FM polarization, there can be four different TSC domains having different sign combinations of OPP and $C$. Remarkably, depending on the FE/FM field configurations of adjacent domains, the domain wall can host helical [Fig. 1(c)], doubled chiral [Fig. 1(d)], and fused DMMs [Fig. 1(b)], which can be transferred into each other by reversing the electrical and/or magnetic field. Such high tunability may facilitate different braiding operations by engineering the location of domain walls and the DMM transport properties and even moving the domain-wall DMM by applying a dynamic field. Lastly, we confirm our theoretical model by first-principles calculations demonstrating an $\alpha$-In$_2$Se$_3$-based FE TSC in proximity with a FM layer and a SC substrate.

II. RESULTS

A. Theoretical model of FE TSC

We will recast the effective OPP theory originally based on Rashba SOC [11–15] in the framework of FE TSC by constructing a single-orbital tight-binding (TB) model on a square lattice [Fig. 2(a)]. Under the basis of $\Phi_k = (c_{k\uparrow}, c_{k\downarrow})^T$, the TB Hamiltonian is

$$H = \sum_k \Phi_k^\dagger \mathcal{H}_\text{TB} \Phi_k \quad \text{with} \quad h(k) = \epsilon_k + V_z \sigma_z + 2\lambda \mathbf{g}_k \cdot \sigma,$$

where $c_{k\alpha}$ ($c_{k\alpha}^\dagger$) annihilates (creates) an electron with spin $\alpha$ and momentum $k$, $\mathbf{g}_k = (k_y, -k_x)$, $\epsilon_k = 2t(\cos k_x + \cos k_y)$, $\sigma = (\sigma_x, \sigma_y, \sigma_z)$, and $(i = x, y, z)$ denotes the Pauli matrices. $t$ and $\lambda$ are, respectively, the nearest-neighbor electron hopping and chemical potential. $\lambda$ represents the strength of the built-in FE field and $V_z$ is the external FM field. The reversal of the FE (FM) field is modeled by changing the sign of $V_z$. $\mathbf{g}_k \cdot \sigma$ describes the spin-momentum锁定 induced by Rashba SOC. We note that Eq. (1) looks explicitly in the same form as previously developed for the Rashba SOC effect in noncentrosymmetric materials [11–15], but implicitly different because the sign of $\lambda$ is tunable here but fixed before. This difference can lead to physical phenomena with significant practical implications, in particular the domain-wall DMM between two opposite FE domains that can be further tuned by an external electric field, as we elaborate below.

Then the Bogoliubov–de Gennes (BdG) Hamiltonian is constructed to describe the superconducting states under the Nambu basis of $\psi_k = (c_{k\uparrow}, c_{k\downarrow}, c_{-k\downarrow}^\dagger, c_{-k\uparrow}^\dagger)^T$:

$$H_{\text{BdG}} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_k \psi_k^\dagger H_{\text{BdG}}(k) \psi_k.$$
with

\[ H_{\text{BdG}}(k) = \begin{pmatrix} \epsilon_k + V_z & 2i\lambda k_- & 0 & \Delta \\ -2i\lambda k_+ & \epsilon_k - V_z & -\Delta & 0 \\ 0 & -\Delta & -\epsilon_k - V_z & -2i\lambda k_+ \\ \Delta & 0 & 2i\lambda k_- & -\epsilon_k + V_z \end{pmatrix}, \]

(2)

where \( k_{\pm} = \text{sgn} k \pm i \sin k \). The s-wave pairing potential \( \Delta \) takes positive real values. The \( H_{\text{BdG}}(k) \) can be transformed into the partitioned matrices \( H_{\text{BdG}}^{\alpha\beta}(k) = T_{\alpha\beta} H_{\text{BdG}}(k) T_{\alpha\beta}^{-1} \) with

\[ H_{\text{BdG}}^{\alpha\beta}(k) = \frac{1}{\epsilon_k - V_z} \begin{pmatrix} \xi_k & 4i\lambda \Delta k_- & 0 & 0 \\ -4i\lambda \Delta k_+ & -\xi_k & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & (\epsilon_k - V_z)^2 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & -(-\epsilon_k - V_z)^2 \end{pmatrix}, \]

(3)

\[ T_{\alpha} = \frac{1}{\epsilon_k - V_z} \begin{pmatrix} \epsilon_k - V_z & -2i\lambda k_- & 0 & \Delta \\ \Delta & \epsilon_k - V_z & -2i\lambda k_+ & 0 \\ 0 & \epsilon_k - V_z & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & \epsilon_k - V_z \end{pmatrix}, \]

(4)

\[ T_{\tau} = \frac{1}{\epsilon_k - V_z} \begin{pmatrix} \epsilon_k - V_z & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \epsilon_k - V_z & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \epsilon_k - V_z & 0 \\ \Delta & -2i\lambda k_- & 0 & \epsilon_k - V_z \end{pmatrix}. \]

(5)

Here \( \xi_k = \epsilon_k^2 + \Delta^2 - V_z^2 - 4\lambda^2 k_{\pm} k_{\pm} \) and the basis of \( H_{\text{BdG}}^{\alpha\beta}(k) \) is \( \psi_{\alpha\beta}^k = (c_{k\uparrow}, c_{-k\uparrow}^\dagger, c_{k\downarrow}, c_{-k\downarrow}^\dagger)^T \). It should be pointed out that the requirement of \( \epsilon_k - V_z \neq 0 \) for Eqs. (3)-(5) makes the above transformation only be well defined for \( V_z > 0 \) when \( 4\tau - \mu = \mu \). For \( V_z < 0 \), the transformation is redefined as \( H_{\text{BdG}}^{\prime\beta}(k) = T_{\alpha\beta} H_{\text{BdG}}(k) T_{\alpha\beta}^{-1} \) with

\[ H_{\text{BdG}}^{\prime\beta}(k) = \frac{1}{\epsilon_k + V_z} \begin{pmatrix} (\epsilon_k + V_z)^2 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & (-\epsilon_k + V_z)^2 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -\xi_k & 4i\lambda \Delta k_- \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & -\xi_k \end{pmatrix}, \]

(6)

\[ T_{\beta} = \frac{1}{\epsilon_k + V_z} \begin{pmatrix} \epsilon_k + V_z & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \epsilon_k + V_z & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \epsilon_k + V_z & 0 \\ -\Delta & 0 & 2i\lambda k_- & \epsilon_k + V_z \end{pmatrix}, \]

(7)

\[ T_{\tau\beta} = \frac{1}{\epsilon_k + V_z} \begin{pmatrix} \epsilon_k + V_z & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \epsilon_k + V_z & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \epsilon_k + V_z & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \epsilon_k + V_z & -\Delta - 2i\lambda k_- \end{pmatrix}. \]

(8)

Here the basis of \( H_{\text{BdG}}^{\prime\beta}(k) \) is \( \psi_{\beta}^k = (c_{k\uparrow}, \epsilon_k + V_z c_{-k\uparrow}^\dagger, c_{k\downarrow}, \epsilon_k + V_z c_{-k\downarrow}^\dagger)^T \).

One can easily realize that the submatrix

\[ \begin{pmatrix} \xi_k & 4i\lambda \Delta k_- \end{pmatrix} \text{ of } H_{\text{BdG}}^{\alpha\beta}(k) \text{ or } \begin{pmatrix} \xi_k & 4i\lambda \Delta k_- \end{pmatrix} \text{ of } H_{\text{BdG}}^{\prime\beta}(k) \]

of \( H_{\text{BdG}}^{\prime\beta}(k) \) describes a p-wave TSC having the OPP \( \pm \xi \) within the up- or down-spin component, respectively; here \( \xi = \text{sgn}(\lambda \Delta) \) and the subscript “±” indicating a time-reversal pair of degenerate chiral states. A TSC phase emerges at the weak pairing limit for the effective OPP \([6,7]\), i.e., \( \xi_k < 0 \) at the center of the Brillouin zone (\( k = 0 \)); it corresponds to the TSC phase transition condition of \((4\tau - \mu)^2 + \Delta^2 < V_z^2 \).

Notice that the above transformations of the BdG Hamiltonian are not a unitary transformation because \( T_{\alpha} \neq T_{\alpha}^{-1} \) (or \( T_{\beta} \neq T_{\beta}^{-1} \)); the eigenvalues of \( H_{\text{BdG}}^{\alpha\beta}(k) \) [or \( H_{\text{BdG}}^{\prime\beta}(k) \)] and \( H_{\text{BdG}}(k) \) are different. When \( H_{\text{BdG}}(k) \) is gradually transformed into \( H_{\text{BdG}}^{\alpha\beta}(k) \) [or \( H_{\text{BdG}}^{\prime\beta}(k) \)], the varying eigenvalues can be numerically traced by constructing a hypothetical Hamiltonian, \( H_{\text{BdG}}^{\alpha\beta}(k) = \lambda H_{\text{BdG}}^{\alpha\beta}(k) + (1 - \lambda) H_{\text{BdG}}^{\alpha\beta}(k) \), where \( \lambda \) is a parameter ranging from 0 to 1. By diagonalizing the \( H_{\text{BdG}}^{\alpha\beta}(k) \), as an example, we calculate the pairing gap at \( k = 0 \) as a function of FM field \( V_z \) for different \( \lambda \) and setting \( 4\tau - \mu = 0 \) [Fig. 2(b)]. One can clearly see a gap reopening process with the increasing \( V_z \), where the gap closes at \( V_z = \Delta \) for both \( \lambda = 0.0 \) and \( \lambda = 1.0 \), but the gap never
closes when $\eta$ is varied from 0.0 to 1.0 for a given $V_z$. This can also be captured from the different band dispersions of superconducting quasiparticles when $\eta$ varies from 0.0 to 1.0 for the trivial SC phase [Fig. S1(a)], at the critical point of phase transition [Fig. S1(b)], and for the FE TSC phase [Fig. S1(c)], respectively, in the Supplemental Material (SM) [28], which includes Refs. [29–34]. This indicates that the pairing gaps of $H_{BdG}(k)$ and $H^{\text{BdG}}_{\text{BdG}}(k)$ are adiabatically connected belonging to the same topological class. The same conclusion can be drawn for $H^{\text{BdG}}_{\text{BdG}}(k)$. Thus, the FE TSC phase described by $H_{BdG}(k)$ will emerge under the condition $(4t-\mu)^2 + \Delta^2 < V_z^2$ [Fig. 2(c)]. Given that 4t is the energy of the Kramers pair at $k = 0$, the condition derived here for the TSC phase transition is consistent with previous reports [11–13].

B. DMMs of FE TSC tuned by electrical and magnetic field

A critical insight from the FE TSC TB model is that the effective OPP gap possesses the form of $\Xi_{k_{\pm}}$ with $\Xi = \text{sgn}(\lambda \lambda \lambda)$, meaning the sign of the OPP gap depends on the sign of $\lambda$, in addition to the phase of the s-wave pairing gap. Thus, the OPP symmetry of $k_{\pm}$ and $-k_{\pm}$ can be interchanged by either attaching a $\pi$ phase to the pairing gap, which is well known before, or reversing the sign of $\lambda$, as we propose here. Together with different signs of $C$ [Fig. 2(c)], there are four FE TSC domains that can be achieved and distinguished by different $C$ and/or OPP [Fig. 2(d)]. Here the Chern number $C$ depends on the direction of the FM field, because the positive and negative $V_z$ endows the effective OPP gap condensing on different spin components [see Eqs. (3) and (6)]. This fact can be further confirmed by integrating the Berry curvature of the BdG quasiparticle wave function below the pairing gap [see insets of Fig. 2(c)], which leads to $C = \text{sgn}(V_z)$.

In conventional TSC platforms, the sign of $\lambda$ is not changeable; while here for the FE TSC, we generalize the TSC domains by including also the sign of $\lambda$ or the OPP gap. The four FE TSC domains [Fig. 2(d)] will lead to $4^4$ configurations for a system with $N$ FE and/or FM domains, where the domain-wall boundaries interfacing different TSC domains host a rich variety of DMMs. The domain walls can be formed between FE domains of opposite polarization, FM domains of opposite magnetization, and their combinations, which we abbreviate as the FE-FE, FM-FM, and FE/FM-FE/FM domain wall, respectively. As an example, we consider a FE TSC nanoribbon made of two domains denoted by $(V_z^r, \lambda^r)$ and $(V_z^l, \lambda^l)$ on the left and right, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3(a). By changing the signs of these four parameters, 16 configurations can be divided into four categories based on the chirality and location of DMMs, each consisting of four configurations.

The first category has the left and right domains of the same TSC phase, which requires $\text{sgn}(V_z^r) = \text{sgn}(V_z^l)$ and $\text{sgn}(\lambda^r) = \text{sgn}(\lambda^l)$. There is only the outer-edge DMMs whose transport direction can be reversed by changing the FM field direction (see Fig. S2 in the SM [28]). The second category has the interface between two FE TSC domains with opposite sign of both $C$ and $\lambda$. The domain walls in this category host two chiral DMMs, transporting in opposite directions of the two chiral DMMs at the right and left outer edges [see Fig. 3(b), and Fig. S3(a) in the SM [28]]. The location of DMMs is determined by calculating their probability density $|\psi|^2$ in real space and the transport direction is identified by their Fermi velocity. The third category has the interface between two FE TSC domains with the same $C$ and opposite sign of $\lambda$, which is characterized with chiral DMMs transporting oppositely at two outer edges and helical DMMs at the inner FE-FE domain wall [see Fig. 3(c), and Fig. S3(b) in the SM [28]]. The helical DMMs are similar to the ones around the interface where an s-wave pairing gap receives a $\pi$-phase shift on the surface of TI [6], but formed by interfacing two TSC domains of the same Chern number but with opposite FE polarization that induces a $\pi$-phase difference in their pairing gap. The last category is interfaced by two FE TSC domains with opposite sign of $C$ and same sign of OPP $\lambda$. The transport of their domain-wall DMMs looks like that of the second category except the wave functions of two DMMs at the FM-FM domain wall hybridize [see Fig. 3(d), and Fig. S3(c) in the SM [28]], forming fused DMMs. Clearly, in addition to FM, FE polarization provides another maneuverable knob to tune the transport of DMMs for FE TSCs, which is robust against...
fluctuations around the domain wall (see Note S1 of the SM [28]).

C. First-principles calculation of α-In₂Se₃-based FE TSC

FEs are well-known functional materials with spontaneous FE polarization switchable by an external electrical field. Recently, 2D FE materials have received increasing attention and been extensively explored in layered van der Waals materials [35–37], including the experimentally verified CuInP₂S₆ [38], SnTe [39], SnS [40], α-In₂Se₃ [41–43], β-In₂Se₃ [44], β’-In₂Se₃ [45], δT-MoTe₂ [46], 17’'-MoS₂ layers [47], sliding 1T’-ReS₂ multilayers [48], 1T’-WTe₂ trilayer [49], T₆-WTe₂ bilayer [50], 1H TMD multilayers [51], few-layer InSe [52], stacked bilayer boron nitride (BN) [53,54], BN/Bernal-stacked bilayer graphene/BN [55], etc. Here we focus on demonstrating an α-In₂Se₃-based FE TSC, as an example to implement our theoretical prediction.

The α-In₂Se₃ monolayer consists of five atomic planes (Se-In-Se-In-Se), where the shifting of the central Se plane reverses the out-of-plane FE polarization [Fig. S8(a) in the SM [28]]. First-principles calculations (see Note S2 of the SM [28]) show the polarization leads to spin splitting of bands [Fig. S8(b) in the SM [28]] and opposite FE polarization can be distinguished from the distribution of spin expectation values in momentum space. Taking the lowest conduction band as an example, one can see the chirality of spin textures is opposite for the upward [Fig. S8(c) in the SM [28]] and downward [Fig. S8(d) in the SM [28]] FE polarization. This switchable chirality is what simulated in our TB model by changing the sign of λ.

Since electrons can be doped by gating [56] or a built-in depolarization field [57] in α-In₂Se₃, we consider the s-wave pairing condensed in the conduction band of α-In₂Se₃ near the Γ point upon the proximity effect with a superconductor substrate. We concretely demonstrate different TSC domains by considering a nanoribbon made of α-In₂Se₃ with opposite FE polarizations at right and left domains [Fig. 4(a)], while a magnetic field can be induced by interfacing with a FM layer [58–62]. By constructing a first-principles BdG Hamiltonian based on Wannier functions (see Note S3 of the SM [28]), we successfully reproduce the DMMs at the FE/FM-FE/FM [Fig. 4(b)] and FE-FE [Fig. 4(c)] domain walls, whose transport features and distributions are in excellent agreement with the TB model calculations [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)].

III. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVE

In general, a FE TSC requires a FE metallic state with preferably large SOC. Recent progress has been made in 2D FE metals [63–65], and gating may be applied to dope the FE semiconductor into a metallic state, such as α-In₂Se₃ [56,57], bilayer T₆-WTe₂ [50], and multilayer WSe₂ or MoS₂ [51]. Another requirement is introducing SC into the FE layer via proximity effect, which has been long shown experimentally [66,67]. In addition, experiments have made FE/SC heterostructures with FE layer modulating SC in bilayer T₆-MoTe₂ [68], Pb(Zr,Ti)₁₋ₓOₓ/GdB₃ₓCuxO₇₋ₓ [69], Nb-doped SrTiO₃/Pb(Zr,Ti)O₃ [70], and BiFeO₃/YBa₂Cu₃O₇₋₅ [71], which indirectly support our proposal. The last requirement is the FM field Vₓ, with tunable magnitude and direction, which is expected to be acquired by coupling FEs with FMs via heterostructures formed by vastly available FE and FM candidates [58–62]. Moreover, we expect that stoichiometric 2D multiferroics is also plausible to trigger the FE TSC phase. Given the experimental realization of multiferroicity in CuCrP₂S₆ [72], distorted monolayer ReS₂ [73], iron-doped α-In₂Se₃ [74], single atomic layer of NiI₃ [75], atomically thin ε-Fe₂O₃ [76], and oxide-based 2D electron gas [77], we suggest future efforts to be made along this direction.

Because intrinsic TSCs are very rare, much recent attention has been paid to extrinsic TSCs employing the proximity effect [8–15]. While the existence of TSCs and DMMs has been experimentally confirmed [24–27], our proposed FE TSC paves the way to tuning the location, chirality, coupling, and motion of DMMs by using an electrical field, which should stimulate future efforts along this interesting and exciting direction. We point out that the FE TSC phases are not limited to the OPP gap of ±kₑ, as discussed here, because the polar point groups of FEs induce not only Rashba SOC, but also other forms of antisymmetric SOC and their mixtures [78]. This may further expand the diversity of OPP gaps, and hence the FE TSC domains. We also mention that the domain walls are actively explored in the field of “domain-wall nonelectronics” [79] for potential applications of low-energy electronics in memory, logic, and brain-inspired neuromorphic computing. Here we propose domain-wall DMMs in FE TSCs, which may open a door to domain-wall quantum computation.
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